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VI. BETWEEN-BRAIN SYNCHRONIZATION
I. AIM:
Identify dynamic patterns of brain activity involved in social coordination and its breakdown.

IV. BEHAVIORAL ANALYSIS

V. BRAIN ANALYSIS CNT’D
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Social behaviors rest on complex mental/brain states that unfold in time during the course
of an interaction. A framework was developed to address this complex temporal dynamics
of brains and behaviors (Tognoli & Kelso, 2009; and below). It introduces the notion of
dynamical neuromarkers, transient self-organized brain patterns taking on a specific role
during social behavior. The goal of this framework is to identify the contribution of
dynamical neuromarkers of social behavior: when do they occur, how do they influence
later neuromarkers, and what is their unique functional significance.
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II. MATERIALS AND METHODS:
Recording of behavior and EEG of two people engaged in intentional social coordination
task:
Task: perform continuous finger movement during 40 s trials; vision of each other
movement controlled by screen that turns transparent at t=20s
Three conditions:
Inphase coordination (stable relative phase near 0°)
Antiphase coordination (stable relative phase near 180°)
Intrinsic behavior (each Ss maintain his/her own movement)
Finger movements: flexible resistance bend sensors (ImageSI, NY)
Dual EEG: dual-60 channel (10 percent system), band-pass 0.1-200Hz, sampled at
1000Hz (Neuroscan TX)
24 subjects (12 pairs), with (corrected to) normal vision, one pair of which is presented
here.
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IMPORTANCE OF TRANSITIONS: Transitions are key moments in a dynamical system. In this example (above),
transition to synchronization occurs at 3 seconds, caused by subject 2 (red) increasing movement frequency.
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III. A COMPLEX BEHAVIORAL WEB
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possibilities

A number of distal and proximal factors
interplay during time course of complex
behaviors (intention, context, goal,
abilities, preferences, history...).
We analyze transitions to synchronized
or desynchronized behavior. Each
transition is characterized by a
set of attributes that describes the
transition’s circumstances of
occurrence extensively (see left).

V. BRAIN ANALYSIS
Continuous brain dynamics is
segmented into a succession of
patterns. Each brain pattern is
classified (27 classes obtained in
this experiment). Patterns
occurring in the vicinity
of
transition to synchronized or
unsynchronized behavior (0.5 sec
before and after transition) are
entered in a database. We seek
neuromarkers that occur in relation
with behavioral variables,
especially synchronization~
desynchronization and agency
(self~other). Complementary pairs
are used as mutual controls.

MOVEMENT DETERMINES BRAIN PATTERN SWITCHES: At transition onset, subjects tend to switch brain patterns at
specific phases of movement near peak flexion and peak extension (blue/red arrows in example trial above). Note that
patterns switches tend to occur near peak of either one’s own movement or the partner’s. Red histogram above shows
subject 2’s tendency to switch functional brain patterns at specific movement phase of her partner during transition to
synchronized behavior.
BRAIN PATTERNS OF PARTNERS TEND TO SWITCH IN SYNCHRONY: During transitions, subjects also tend to switch
patterns in synchrony (see * in example above), irrespective of the content of brain patterns. This tendency is possibly
related to partners’ shared attention to salient features of their collective behavior.

VII. DISCUSSION
Social behavior cannot be reduced to a fixed sequence of mental operations: a dynamical
framework opens up the possibility to explore the rich interplay of all the system’s variables.
We presented the framework of Brain Coordination Dynamics, designed to study complex
and temporally-structured aspects of social behavior. We identified candidate neuromarkers
of social coordination and its breakdown. Finally, we uncovered a mechanism for
synchronization between brain.

VIII. BRAIN COORDNATION DYNAMICS FRAMEWORK
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Basic building blocks are selforganized assemblies.
Elicit radial (gyrus) or tangential (sulcus) patterns.
Key elements are local
maxima, spatial and temporal
features.

For the pattern:
conditions of occurrence,
onset time, offset time, duration
phase stability, relative phase, relative frequency

?

Source estimation is
aided by 3 key aspects
of this frameworks:
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For the class:
Number of occurrence, conditions of
occurrence, cumulative time, cumulative amplitude
Goal is to find association between
classes of patterns and behavioral/
mental/clinical states.
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case B

Continuous EEG is parsed
into segments of homogeneous oscillatory activity. Each
pattern reflects a transient
functional network.

Transient dynamical
states: samples of a
recurring functional
organization.
• For small datasets:
normative classes
• For large datasets:
ad-hoc taxonomy
of brain states

For each local maximum:
Spatial organization, amplitude, frequency, phase

case C

Heuristic: to gain better view on oscillations.
Data driven if possible
• Too narrow: clipping
• Too broad: poor visualization
Inter-individual variability: filter is chosen
on a subject-by-subject basis.
Filter selects time scales
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Further goal is to find association
between successive brain states.

Model of coordination dynamics specifies dynamical regimes: uncoordinated,
coordinated inphase, antiphase, out-ofphase, metastable. Predictive forward
model provides signature for real and
false coordination.

•

Limited inter-electrode
variance in SNR and
artifacts (bandpass filter)
Prior
knowledge
(number of source, coordination dynamics...)
provides constraints
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